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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, WILLARD H. KEMP
TON, a citizen of the United States, and a
resident of Wilkinsburg, in the county of

a hardened binder, such as a phenolic con 55
densation product, is placed in a punch press provided with a suitable die, so that the axis
2
of the
tube or section is at an angle to the
5 Allegheny and State of Pennsylvania, have axis
3 of the die. By manipulating the die
invented a new and useful Improvement in so that it comes in contact with the material 60
Fan Blades, of which the following is a or tube 1, segments or fan blades 4 are
specification.
.
formed having their axes 3 at an angle to
My
invention
relates
to
fan
blades,
more
the
axis of said tube or section.
O especially to fan blades formed of com
In assembling the blades 4 on a hub, their
posite material such as woven fabric, paper axes are placed radial thereto so that the 65
and the like, and a hardened binder.
curved Surface 5, when set in motion, ad
Heretofore, it has been customary to form vances
to generate an air current.
fan
blades
by
molding
them
singly
in
molds
Although
I have described a specific
15 of suitable curvature and size. An ab
method
of
forming
fan blades in accord
sorbent sheet material, impregnated with a ance with my invention,
is obvious to 70
binder having the characteristics of fusing those skilled in the art thatitvarious
changes
and then hardening under heat, was formed in details of construction may be made with
to the shape of the finished blade by puncin out departing from the principles thereof.
20 ing or cutting, and a plurality of layers to
For instance, any suitable fibrous material
form a predetermined thickness of the may
be employed in combination with suit 75
finished blade were assembled in the mold. able binders, or the material may be molded
Heat and pressure were then applied to form into a number of shapes having the proper
a
unitary mass. This method required con curvature such as curved sheets, strips, hemi
25 siderable labor and was expensive in that spheres
and the like.
it was necessary to preform the material by My method of forming composite fan 80
punching, and the time consumed in mold blades embodies distinct improvements over
ing was excessive, a large number of ex - the prior art. . It is simple and efficient and
pensive molds being necessary, to obtain is especially adapted for quantity produc
30 quantity production.
tion, making it of considerable commercial
t
My invention obviates these difficulties, importance.
85
it being among the objects thereof to form I claim as my invention:
such articles economically and quickly.
1. A method of forming composite fan
My
method
comprises
molding
the
ma
blades
which comprises providing a curved
35 -terial into sections of hollow cylinders or
sheet of fibrous material and a binder and
tubes and punching out fan blades having punching blades therefrom.
90
their axes at an angle to the axis of the 2. A method of forming composite fan
curved material punched, forming the de blades, which comprises providing a curved
sired contour of fan-blade.
sheet of fibrous material and a binder and
40 In the accompanying drawings forming forming blades therefrom.
a partcharacters-designate
hereof and in which
similar
3. A method of forming composite fan 95
ence
similar
parts,refer blades
comprises providing a tube of
Fig.1 is an end view of a hollow cylinder fibrous which
material
and a hardened binder and
or tube of molded material,
t
forming blades, therefrom.
- 45,
Fig. 2 is a plan view of a tube, showing 4. A method of forming composite
fan
the position of the blades with respect to its blades which comprises providing a curved
00
saX1S,
.
t . . . .
" -

-

s', 's

Fig. 3 is a plan view of a fan blade made

50

sheet of fibrous material and a binder and
punching blades therefrom, said blades be-,

in accordance with my invention, and
. ing punched with their axes at an angle to.
Figs. 4 and 5 are end and side views the axis of said curved sheet material.
thereof, respectively. { .
5. A method of forming composite fan
A molded tube 1 or a section thereof, of blades which comprises providing a section 105.
suitable thickness formed of fibrous ma of a tube of fibrous material and a binder

terial such as cloth, paper, and the like, and and punching blades therefrom, said blades

2
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axes at an angle to the axis of said
being punched with their axes at an angle their
sheet.

to6.theA axis
of said
section.
method
of tube
forming
composite fan
blades which comprises providing a tube of
fibrous material and a binder, and punch
ing blades therefrom, said blades being
punched with their axes at an angle to the
axis of said tube.

0.

7. A method of forming composite fan sheet. . . .
blades which comprises providing a curved In testimony whereof, I have hereunto
my name this 22nd day of
sheet of fibrous material and a phenolic con subscribed
- .
and punching blades November, 1920.
densation product,
-

therefrom, said blades being punched with

5

8. A method of forming composite fan
blades which comprises providing. a curved
sheet of textile fibres and a phenolic con
densation product, and punching blades
therefrom, said blades being punched with 20
their axes at an angle to the axis of said
WLLARD H. KEMPTON.

